Zydeco Bounce
T.K. Soul – The Evolution of Soul
(This Music will be substituted for an Irish Original Social Dance)

Zydeco Bounce Step:

Kick right four times, Kick left four times (Counts 1 through 8).
Kick right two times, Kick left two times (Counts 1, 2, 3, 4) Bounce twice (Counts 5, 6, 7, 8)

This will be the chorus-type step only toward the end of the song.

The Dance – Start in a circle & select a partner before you start.
(Students are in a circle/pick out a partner for 8 count rhythm clap & 2 counts of 8 dos

**Step 1: Circle to the Right:** Two Counts of 8 – then turn & Circle to the left for two counts of 8.

**Step 2: Everyone face center circle:** walk into the circle starting with the right foot (Counts 1, 2, stomp the right foot longer counts 3, 4), back up starting with right foot on counts 5, 6, 7 & 8.

**Step 3: Turn face partner for clap:** Slap your thighs twice (counts 1, 2), Clap your hands twice (counts 3, 4), Cross clap to partner with right hand count 5, clap your hands together count 6, cross clap your left hand to your partner count 7 & clap your hands together on count 8.

**Step 4: Facing Partner for do si do:** Do si do- pass by right (arm) for one count of 8 & reverse Do si do- pass by left arm for one count of 8.

- Start the combination from the beginning and repeat until you are 2/3 through the dance and you will hear the Zydeco Bounce Step: There is a little free style and swaying to music – everyone face center circle then follow directions for Zydeco Bounce.
- When you here the phrase “Here we go” stop Zydeco Bounce & repeat the dance in circle.
- When you hear Zydeco Bounce Chorus – turn face center & Zydeco bounce until the end.